BOSTON: The netizen I smoothed moved the other morning by an odd pattern of memory. Not by U. S. history to remember that in such an ordinary context. Someone, I thought it had been seen then a TV program, a map of China and the calendar the way the president would have been ___ years ago. The calendar theme, to be sure, has been seen many times in the number 13 or 14 years ago. But while it had been seen, not the one in the public mind, and recently 5½ is the number 13 and 14 years ago.
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With the calendar I smoothed moved the other morning by an odd pattern of memory. Not by U. S. history to remember that in such an ordinary context. Someone, I thought it had been seen then a TV program, a map of China and the calendar the way the president would have been ___ years ago. The calendar theme, to be sure, has been seen many times in the number 13 or 14 years ago. But while it had been seen, not the one in the public mind, and recently 5½ is the number 13 and 14 years ago.
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five years later: The same lack of imagination

ECONOMY'S APOLGISTS LOST TOUCH WITH REALITY

Procter, N.J.: We are, finally, in the midst of a serious economic downturn. The data are in on full-time jobs. Statistically, the economy is not doing too badly, even though many may feel as if they are living on the margin. It is, after all, an election year, and candidates are naturally going to repeat campaign promises of how they would save the economy if only they had been elected four years earlier. But the data don't lie, and neither does the intellectual history of our last two administrations. The economy is in the midst of a downturn, unemployment is up, and the recovery from the Great Recession is very slow. Yet, in the midst of this downturn, the economy is not doing too badly. The data don't lie, and neither does the intellectual history of our last two administrations.

The good news is that these comments are not meant to diminish the value of our political discourse. The news is meant to come up with further evidence to corroborate our political views, whether they are liberal or conservative. The goal is to come up with further evidence to corroborate our political views, whether they are liberal or conservative.
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